Professional Fraternity Recruitment
Fall 2023

**Phi Delta Epsilon**
- Cape Decorating
  - 7-9pm | SSB 130
- Professional Event
  - 7-9pm | COB 120

**Delta Epsilon Mu**
- Meet the Actives
  - 7-9 PM | Glacier 140

**Alpha Phi Omega**
- Be a Friend
  - 7-9pm | Granite 145

**Delta Sigma Pi**
- Professional Event
  - 7-9pm | COB 120

**Phi Delta Epsilon**
- Professional Night
  - 7-9pm | COB 2 130

**Alpha Phi Omega**
- Be of Service
  - 7-9pm | Granite 145

**Delta Epsilon Mu**
- Philanthropy Night
  - 7-9PM | Glacier 140

**Theta Tau**
- Info Night
  - 6-9 PM | COB 105
- Game Night
  - 6-9 PM | COB 130

**Alpha Kappa Psi**
- Service Night
  - 6-9 PM | Glacier 160, 165
- Mock Interviews
  - 6-9 PM | COB 2 170

**Phi Alpha Delta**
- Beach Boardwalk
  - 7-8:30 PM | Granite 155
- Meet the other fish in OUR SEA
  - 6-8 PM | Granite 140

Registration Link
Deadline: 9/15/23 @ 11:59pm

@ucmercedfsl
@ucmercedfsl
@ucmercedfsl
fsl@ucmerced.edu
Professional Fraternity Recruitment

Fall 2023

SEPTEMBER 15TH

Alpha Phi Omega
Alumni Pannel
7-9pm | GLCR 150

Theta Tau
Social Day
6-9 PM | Pavillion Lawn

Alpha Kappa Psi
Social
Invite Only

Delta Epsilon Mu
Social
Invite Only

Delta Sigma Pi
Brotherhood Night
7-9pm | COB2 140

Phi Alpha Delta
Missing Fish Case
5-7 PM | Glacier 150

SEPTEMBER 16TH

Delta Epsilon Mu
Interviews
Invite Only

Theta Tau
Interviews
Invite Only

Alpha Kappa Psi
Interviews
Invite Only

Alpha Phi Omega
Interviews
Invite Only

Delta Epsilon Mu
Bid Night
Invite Only

Theta Tau
Bid Day
Invite Only

Alpha Kappa Psi
Bid Night
Invite Only

Phi Alpha Delta
Missing Fish Case
5-7 PM | Glacier 150

Registration Link
Deadline: 9/15/23 @ 11:59pm

@ucmercedfsl
@ucmercedfsl
@ucmercedfsl
fsl@ucmerced.edu